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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
OFFICE OF INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT

Region ~I

50-277/81-25
Report Nos. 50-278/81-27

50-277 DPR-44
Docket Nos. 50-278 License Nos. DPR-56 Safeguards Group I_V

Licensee: Philadelphia Electric Company

2301 Market Street-

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19101

Facility Name: Peach Bottom Units 2 and 3

Inspection-At: Philadelphia and Delta, Pennsylvania

Inspection Conducted: October 14-16, 1981

Date of Last Material Control and Accounting Inspection: August 14-16, 1978

Type of Inspection: Unannounced, Material Control and Accounting

"<00 (As \ - |-dr 72. Inspectors: U
A. Della latt#, Auditor ( 0 / date signed

tL<<>*1 Y a< 0 0 t (br) |-lo'T2-
W.L. KusHnef Auditor I "' date signed

Approved.By: clo / f tw /- 6 V 2.
J).H. Joyner/$ttD/g Chief, Material Control date signed
nd Account wility Section, Technical
Inspection Branch .

Inspection Summary:
Inspection on October 14-16, 1981 (Report Nos. 50-277/81-25, 50-278/81-27)
Areas Inspected: Routine, unannounced inspection by regional based inspectors
of nuclear material control and accounting, including: organization and
operation; measurement and control; shipping and receiving; storage and internal
control; inventory; records and reports; ano management of material control
system. The inspection involved 39 inspector-hours onsite by two NRC inspectors
and was begun during the regular hours.
Results: The licensee was found to be in compliance with NRC requirements
within the areas examined except for the following:

1. Failure to maintain records of location or to inventory fission detectors.

2. Failure to follow station procedures requiring maintenance of fuel location
history sheets.
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DETAILS

1. ' Persons Contacted

*M.J. Cooney, Nuclear Superintendent
*L.R. Rubino, Senior Engineer

**W.T. Ullrich, Station Superintendent
**F.W. Polaski, Reactor Engineer
*C. Endriss, QA Engineer

**C. Mengers, QA Engineer
R.W. Cyhan, Results Engineer

**C.J. Cowgill, NRC Senior Resident Inspector
**A.R. Blough, NRC Resident Inspector

* denotes those present at Philadelphia exit interview of October 14,
1981.

** denotes those present at Delta exit interview of October 16, 1981.

2. Licensee Action on Previous Inspection Findings

(Closed) Noncompliance (78-21-01), (78-26-01): The licensee failed to
record Pu-241 decay on Form NRC-742. A review of Material Status
Reports (Form NRC-742) issued during this inspection period and underlying
data revealed that'Pu-241 decay was being recorded and reported as
required.

3. Exit Interview

The inspectors met with the licensee representatives (denoted in
Paragraph 1) at the completion of the inspection at both Philadelphia
and Delta, Pennsylvania. 'The scope and findings of the inspection
were summarized.;

|

4. MC 85102B - Material Control and Accounting (Reactor),

,

i a. Organization and Operation
;

| No items of noncompliance were identified.
l
' The licensee had established and documenteduan organizational

structure that was responsive to nuclear material control and
accounting requirements. The possession and use of special
nuclear material (SNM) were confined to locations and purposes

i

|
authorized.by the license, as required by 10 CFR 70.41.

b. Measutiment and Controls

-No iteras of noncompliance were identified.

i
;

i
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The licensee utilized an on-line computer to record the integrated
reactor thermal power which provided the basis for computing
total core depletion / production. .The computation of total uranium /
uranium-235 depletion and plutonium production was performed by
the on-line process computer.

The licensee's computer tabulation summary of total uranium and
uranium-235 depletion and plutonium production was the basis for
the quantities reported on the Form NRC 742's submitted between
April 1, 1978 and March 31, 1981.

c. Shipping and Receiving
!
'

No items of noncompliance were identified.

The licensee, except as noted.in paragraph 4.e., had established
and maintained procedures to provide for the accounting of SNM
shipped or received.

SNM receiving and shipping arrangements were under the supervision
of the Nuclear Engineering Section of the Mechanical Engineering
Division. The completion of Nuclear Material Transaction Reports
(Forn NRC-741) was the responsibility of the Nuclear Section,

.

Electric Production Department. '

A review was performed of all Forms NRC-741 generated during the
inspection period to determine proper-signature, timely dispatch,
and accuracy of data. No discrepancies were noted.

d. Storage and Internal Controls

No items of noncompliance were identified.
,

The licensee had established and was maintaining and following a
system of written material control and accounting procedures
which provided for knowledge of the quantity, identity, and
location of SNM within the facility (except as noted in paragraph
4.e.).

Item Control Areas (ICA's) were established and included the
reactor core, spent fuel storage pool, and other areas that were
appropriate for SNM contained in other than fuel. Transfers of
material were controlled by the reactor engineer and were documented
on a Core Component Transfer Authorization Sheet (CCTAS).

e. Inventory

Two items of noncompliance were identified.

.
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The inspection results were attained through an inventory verification.
performed by the inspectors on October 15, 1981, which consisted-
of a piece count of the assemblies in the spent fuel pool and a
cross-check of the fuel location history sheets to the core ,.

" loading schematic. Fuel bundles were as follows:

Location Unit 2 Unit 31

4

Reactor Core 764 764

Spent Fuel Pool 912* 929

Total Bundles 1676 1693

Includes 16 New Fuel Bundles*

,

The licensee had conducted inventories as required by 10 CFR
70.51(d). The latest inventory of Unit 2 was performed February
26, 1981 and for Unit 3, August 3, 1981. At 6-month intervals,
the licensee performed a visual count of the assemblies in the
fuel pcol. prior to the conclusion of an outage, the fuel
assemblies located in the reactor core and the spent fuel pool
were verified by serial number and location utilizing underwater
TV equipment.

During the inspector's verification of inventory, it was determined
that fission detectors'(estimated to contain a total of 3 grams
of uranium enriched in the isotope U285 to 93+%) had not been

' accounted for in records or inventory as required by 10 CFR
70.51(b)(1) and (d). The detectors were on site in locations
such as the storeroom, cold storage area, reactor core,' and spent
fuel pool.

This is a Severity Level V violation (81-25-01; 81-27-01).

The inspectors also determined that station procedures providing
for maintenance of fuel location nistory sheets to show location
of fuel bundles in the Unit 3 reactor core-and spent fuel pool

'

had not been maintained current as required by 10 CFR 70.51(c).

This is a Severity Level VI violation (81-27-02).

f. Records and Reportsj

No items of noncompliance-were identified.

The inspection results were attained through a review of the-

licensee's records and reports and source data. All Material
Balance Reports (Form NRC-742) submitted by the licensee during
the inspection period were reviewed as were all Nuclear Material,

'

,
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Transaction Reports (Form NRC-741). -Total uranium and U-235
fission and transmutation and plutonium production and decay

3

records were also reviewed.

Exhibits I-IV, attached to this report, summarize the licensee's
material activity for the period April 1, 1978 through March 31,
1981. -

;

g. Management of Material Control Systems

No items of noncompliance were identified.

! The licensee had established a management system which provided
for the development, revision, implementation and enforcement of
nuclear material control and accounting. There was an organizational
structure responsive to the nuclear material control and accounting
requirements, pursuant to their license and applicable NRC regulations.

i
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EXHIBIT I,

1.

I Philadelphia Electric Company

Peach Bottom 2

.

Material Balance for Period: April 1, 1978 - March 31, 1981

; Reporting Identification Symbol: XEF Reporting Unit: grams

Enriched Uranium Plutoniumj

j Element Isotope Element Isotope

i

Physical Inventory at 174,111,131 2,589,290 1,127,228 865,983
4/1/78

From Other Materials: 8,114,241 58,640 ---0--- ---0---
Receipts: 92,704,906' 2,806,838 ---0--- ---0---,

Production: ---0--- ---0--- 824,934 575,384'

Material to Account for: 274,930,278 5,454,768 1,952,162 1,441,367

Removals:

Degradation to
Other Materials 11,242,778 70,930 ---0--- ---0---

' Fission and*

Transmutation 3,595,537 1,863,180 ---0--- ---0---

j Decay ---0--- ---0--- 13,774 13,774

Total Removals: 14,838,315 1,934,110 13,774 - 13,774

Physical. Inventory at
| 3/31/81 per this

j inspection 260,092,0132 3,520,658 1,938,388 1,427,593-
1 o

|. . Material Accounted for: 274,930,278 5,454,768 1,952,162 1,441,367
!

| 2 Does not include an estimated total of 3 grams of 93+% enriched uranium in
l fission detectors omitted by the licensee for the accounts of both Unit 2 and 3.

;
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EXHIBIT II !

Philadelphia Electric Company
,

Peach Bottom 2

j Material Balance for Period: April 1, 1978 - March 31, 1981

Reporting -Identi fication Symbol: 'XEF Reporting Unit: grams4

. Normal Uranium Depleted Uranium

! Element Isotope Element Isotope

; Physical Inventory lat
'

4/1/78 ---0--- ---0--- 32,221,673 155,249

From Other
Materials: ---0--- ---0--- 11,242,728 70,930
Receipts: 8,114,241' 58,640 ---0--- ---0---

Material to Account For: 8,114,241 58,640 43,464,401 226,179

Removals: ---0--- ---0----

'

Removals to Enriched
Uranium Account: 8,114,241 58,640 ---0--- ---0---

,

Total Removals: 8,114,241 58,640 ---0--- ---0---

Physical Inventory at
3/31/81 per this

| inspection ---0--- ---0--- 43,464,401 226,179

i Material Accounted for: 8,114,241 58,640 43,464,401 226,179

1.

!

|:'

|

,
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EXHIBIT III
'

Philadelphia Electric Company

Peach Bottom 3
.

!

Material Balance for Perio'd: April 1, 1978 - March 31, 1981

Reporting Identification Symbol: XBE Reporting Unit: grams

! Enriched Uranium Plutonium

Element Isotope Element. Isotope

Physical Inventory at
,' 4/1/78 190,937,690 3,281,527 1,020,433 777,962

From Other Materials: 7,180,170 47,150 ---0--- ---0---
Receipts: 81,765,604 2,542,251 ---0--- ---0---
Production: '

---0--- ---0--- 813,045 569,228=

Material to Account for: 279,883,464 5,870,928 1,833,478 1,347,190

. Removals:
' ' Degradation to

Other Materials 15,497,520 104,185 ---0--- ---0---
- Fission and

Transmutation 3,527,940 1,846,710 ---0--- ---0---
Decay ---0-- - ---0--- 10,684 10,684

i

i Total Removals: 19,025,460 1,950,895 10,684 10,684
i
.

J Physical Inventory at
3/31/81 per this-
inspection 260,858,0042 3,920,033 1,822,794 1,336,506 e

,

i

Material Accounted for: 279,883,464 5,870,928 1,833,478 1,347,190
,

!
2

|- . Refer to footnote in Exhibit I.
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EXHIBIT IV

Philadelphia Electric Company

Peach Bottom 3

Material Balance for Period: April 1, 1978 - March 31, 1981

Reporting Identification Symbol: XBE Reporting Unit: grams

Normal Uranium Depleted Uranium

Element Isotope Element Isotope

Physical Inventory at
4/1/78 ---0--- ---0--- 31,547,090 145,217

From Other
Materials: ---0--- ---0--- 15,497,520 104,185
Receipts: 7,180,170 51,492 ---0--- ---0---

Material to Account for: 7,180,170 51,492 47,044,610 249,402

Removals: ---0--- ---0--- ---0--- ---0---
Removals to Enriched
Uranium Account: 7,180,170 51,492 ---0--- ---0---

Total Removals: 7,180,170 51,492 ---0--- ---0--

Physical Inventory at
3/31/81 per this
inspection ---0--- ---0--- 47,044,610 249,402

Material Accounted for: 7,180.170 51,492 47,044,610 249,402


